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I am proactive, I can resolve conflicts 

For the grades 4 to 6  

 Opening activity 

Nine Dots Challenge 

This is a quick “think outside the box” activity.  On a 

piece of paper, draw nine dots in a 3 x 3 grid. The 

challenge is to connect the nine dots with only 4 

straight lines, without lifting the pencil from the 

paper. Following is a description of the solution . . . 

don’t read on until you’ve tried it!   

Starting in any corner, draw a diagonal line to the 

opposite corner. Second, make a horizontal line from 

that dot to the dot at the other side of your square, but 

continue onward the length of a fourth invisible dot. Third, draw diagonally, 

through two middle dots, again continuing your line to the next imaginary dot. 

Finally, draw a vertical line through the two remaining dots. 

Conclusion, you need to stop think resolve any conflict in the best way. If you look 

for a solution, you will find a good one. 

If you did not, consult your teacher, your counselor or your 

parents. Following are the steps that may help you reach 

the proper way to solve the conflict 

1. I push the pause button,  

2. I listen to my friend. I seek to understand what 

happen 

3. I seek to be understood, I explain my point 

4. We search alternatives and try to find one that works for both of us. 

 

 Why conflicts happen? : show pictures like the below ones. 

Highlight the idea that misunderstanding and different paradigm through which we 

are looking are the main reason behind most of the conflicts. 
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Old lady, young lady picture – Rabbit, bird head 

 

 

 

 

 

We may use this video, it is a long one. Only half of it is enough (we may cut it, 

because if students notice that there are more illusion ideas, they will love to 

continue it, time will not be enough for the other items. 

https://youtu.be/llLVk2fqylA 

Conclusion: Conflicts happen because: 

-  We don’t understand each other. 

- Or we don’t care to reach a point in the middle. 

 

 Activity 2: Hopes and Fears 

I. Instructions (5 minutes): 

Imagine, you have been having problems with someone (sister, brother or a friend). 

You want to resolve the conflict and to improve your relationship with this person, 

so you have decided to sit down together to try to work it out. Imagine that you 

will be meeting with this person in a few minutes. 

To half of the group: List on your flipchart as many answers as you can to this 

question: 

What do you hope to happen between you and the other person? 

To the other half of the group: List on your flipchart as many answers as you can to 

this question: 

 What do you hope not to happen in between you and him/her? 

Groups develop their lists (5 minutes). Report backs (10 minutes): 

Conclusion: we need to seek to understand and to be understood to be able to build 

a win-win relationship.  

https://youtu.be/llLVk2fqylA
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 Let us think and play: What would you do if?  

Put some funny questions mixed with the following ones. 

- A student steps over your foot. 

- A team member threw the ball and hit your face accidentally during the 

game. 

- Your colleague was running and he pumped in you. 

- A classmate usually takes your stuff without a permission. 

- A classmate is attacking you without a reason. 

- Your friend took your pencil and broke it. 

- Your classmate was holding his water bottle, by mistake he spilled some 

over your notebook. 

 

 


